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Abstract: We calculate values of forest carbon sequestration and nutrient recycling  

applying the replacement cost method. The value is then determined as the savings in costs 

by the replacement of more expensive abatement measures with these ecosystem services 

in cost-effective climate and nutrient programs. To this end, a dynamic optimization model  

is constructed, which accounts for uncertainty in sequestration. It is applied to the 

Stockholm-Mälar region in southeast Sweden where the EU 2050 climate policy for carbon 

emissions and the Baltic Sea action plan for nutrient discharges are applied. The results 

show that the value of carbon and nutrient sequestration can correspond to approximately 

0.5% of the region’s gross domestic product, or 40% of the value of productive forest. The 

largest part of this value is attributed to carbon sequestration because of the relative 

stringency in targets and expensive alternative abatement measures. However, 

sequestration is uncertain because of stochastic weather conditions, and when society has a 

large risk aversion for not attaining climate and nutrient targets, the values of the forest 

carbon and nutrient sequestration can approach zero. 

Keywords: forest carbon and nutrient sequestration; values; replacement cost method; 

uncertainty; Stockholm-Mälar region 
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1. Introduction 

Forests provide a multitude of marketed and non-marketed ecosystem services, where timber 

outputs provide a marketed service, and biodiversity, pollutant sequestration, and recreational 

opportunities are examples of non-marketed services. Forest recreational opportunities and biodiversity 

have been subjected to valuation in monetary terms in several studies, but there are only a few 

estimates of other ecosystem services, such as carbon sequestration and nutrient recycling (see survey 

in [1]). The benefits of carbon sequestration and nutrient recycling emerge from their ability to 

regulate the carbon content in the atmosphere and nutrient leaching at a lower cost than other 

measures, such as reductions in fossil fuels. Valuation of carbon sequestration for combatting climate 

change has been carried out at the regional EU and global scale [2–4]. However, afforestation 

(plantation of forest on arable land), which is the least expensive measure for carbon sequestration [5], 

also implies a reduction in nutrient leaching. Unbalanced nutrient loads can lead to eutrophication of 

water, as well as increased frequency of harmful algal blooms, sea bottom areas without biological life, 

toxic cyanobacteria, and decreases in water transparency and populations of commercial fish species [6,7]. 

There is a complementarity between carbon and nutrient transformations in boreal forests [8], which 

implies that increases in carbon sequestration reduce nutrient leaching from soil. The purpose of this 

study is to calculate values of forest carbon sequestration and nutrient recycling in the Stockholm-

Mälar region in southeast Sweden. The choice of these services and region is based on the existence of 

actual targets for carbon and nutrient emissions, and of numerical models allowing for the  

calculations [9,10]. 

To the best of our knowledge, there are no published studies that calculate the value of a forest’s 

ecosystem services in terms of carbon and nutrient sequestration. On the other hand, there is a 

relatively large body of literature calculating the value of especially carbon sequestration [2–4]. There 

are also a relatively large number of studies on the value of nutrient sequestration by wetlands and 

coastal ecosystems [11–14], but not on forest ecosystem nutrient sequestration. Similar to these 

studies, we apply the so-called replacement cost method for calculating values. The basis for this method is 

the existence of environmental targets, and the value of a new technology is then measured as the 

decrease in total costs associated with achieving these targets when the technology is included as a 

measure. It has then been shown that inclusion of forest carbon sequestration can reduce the total cost 

of achieving the global target of a maximum of 550 ppmv (parts per million by volume) by 40% [15,16] 

and the EU 2020 climate target of reducing emissions to 20% from the 1990 emission level in 2020 by 

30% [3]. 

However, pollutant sequestration may have a cost disadvantage when considering uncertainty. 

Uncertainty arises from stochastic weather conditions, which affect biomass growth, and thereby 

carbon sequestration and the release of carbon and nutrients from soil. This, in turn, implies 

uncertainty in reaching stipulated targets, which constitutes a cost associated with this risk. Such costs 

have been calculated, where cost per unit pollutant sequestration is increased by a risk discount [4,17–19]. 

The calculation of this is, in turn, based on the so-called safety-first principle, which has a long 

tradition in economics [20]. It is then assumed that decision makers are risk averse against  

non-attainment of stipulated environmental targets, and the risk discount is determined by this risk 

aversion and the variability in sequestration. As shown by [4] and [21], the value of forest carbon 
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sequestration in the EU 2020 climate policy is reduced and can approach zero for high levels of the 

risk aversion. 

The current study calculates the value of forest pollutant sequestration with and without uncertainty 

when we apply the safety-first principle. To this end, we construct a dynamic optimization model with 

uncertainty, which, in addition to pollutant sequestration, includes abatement measures reducing 

emissions from fossil fuels and nutrient leaching. A dynamic model is needed because of the focus on 

future climate and nutrient targets, as well as consideration of depreciation in investment in renewable 

technologies and nutrient cleaning facilities, and development over time of carbon sequestration in 

afforested land. In our view, the main contribution of this study is the calculation of values of forest 

sequestration of several pollutants. Another is the consideration of uncertainty, and a third is the calculation 

of values of forest nutrient recycling, which have been made mainly for wetlands in other studies. 

The study is organized as follows. The conceptual approach and the dynamic optimization model 

are presented in Section 2. Next, data retrieval is shown in Section 3, and the results are presented in 

Section 4. The results are discussed in Section 5, and the study ends with concluding comments. 

2. Conceptual Framework and Cost-Minimizing Model 

The replacement cost method assigns a value to a cleaning technology only if this technology is less 

costly than other abatement measures for reaching certain emission targets in a cost effective solution. 

The cost effective solutions are, in turn, determined by a numerical model for minimizing total costs of 

achieving carbon and nutrient emission targets in a certain time and space. The construction of such a 

model is thus crucial for the determination of the value of forest ecosystem services in terms of carbon 

and nutrient sequestration. In the following, we therefore first provide a more intuitive presentation of 

the replacement cost method, which is followed by a description of the structure of the cost 

effectiveness model that is used to derive conditions for a positive value of forest carbon and nutrient 

sequestration and the magnitude of this value. 

2.1. Conceptual Framework of the Replacement Cost Method 

The value of the services of land use in terms of carbon and nutrient sequestration is determined by 

their cost in relation to the costs of other abatement measures in a cost effective achievement of certain 

emission targets. The higher the cost of other abatement measures, the larger is the value of the ecosystem 

service. This simple principle for determining value is illustrated in Figure 1 for carbon sequestration.  
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Figure 1. Illustration of the calculation of the value of land use as a carbon sink in a cost 

effectiveness framework. SEK: Swedish crown; KT: carbon emission reduction target. 

The horizontal axis illustrates carbon emission reductions, and KT is the target to be achieved. The 

vertical axis shows the cleaning cost for different emission reduction levels. The curve C illustrates the 

minimum costs for achieving different emission reduction targets when the carbon sink provided by 

forests is not included as an abatement option in the cleaning program, and CK illustrates the minimum 

costs when the carbon sink is included. Each point on C and CK respectively reflects the allocation of 

all abatement measures that reach the target at minimum cost. 

The value of carbon sequestration at the target KT is now determined by the difference in total 

minimum costs with and without carbon sequestration, which corresponds to the distance C-CK in Figure 1. 

The value of the carbon sink is then determined by its construction cost and the abatement costs of 

other measures. The larger the difference between the abatement costs of other measures and that of 

the carbon sink, the higher the value of the carbon sink. This is, in turn, determined by the  

stringency in the carbon target since the costs of all abatement measures increase at higher emission  

reduction levels.  

The value of land use for nutrient sequestration is calculated in the same way as for carbon 

sequestration. However, the value of both these sequestration options depends on whether carbon and 

nutrient targets are managed separately or simultaneously. When managed separately without consideration 

of the other pollutant target, the full cost of land use will be borne by the reduction in the pollutant in 

question. Under simultaneous management, land use measures will have a cost advantage compared 

with measures affecting only one pollutant and will therefore be implemented to a larger extent than 

under separate target management. 

2.2. Description of the Dynamic Cost Minimizing Model 

The model used for calculating the value illustrated in Figure 1 builds on the dynamic model 

developed by [10], and adds water emission targets. Cost effectiveness is then defined as the allocation 

of abatement measures over time and at different locations, which reaches predetermined targets in a 

specific time at minimum costs. The location of carbon emission reductions and sequestration do not 

affect the impact on the atmosphere. This is in contrast to nutrient abatement and sequestration, where 

the location matters for the impact on the coastal waters because of the retention of nutrients from the 

source to the waters. We therefore divide the region into m = 1,..,n drainage basins.  
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In each time period t, the net business as usual (BAU) emission of pollutant p, where p is carbon 

dioxide equivalents (CO2e), nitrogen (N), and phosphorus (P), in drainage basin m is determined by the 
emission of sources minus existing sequestration, pmBAU

tX . These emissions can be reduced by 

decreases in the pollution at the emission sources, pmf
t

pmf Aa  where f = 1,..,l are the different types of 

sources such as energy production, agriculture, and transport, and pma  is the impact on the target. This 

is unity for CO2e reductions since location of source does not matter for the impact, but 10  pma  for 

nutrient since some sources are located in upstream drainage basins where the effect is below unity. 

For emission sources located at coastal waters, such as sewage treatment plants, the discharge 

reduction at the source is the same as the load reduction to the sea, which implies that 1pma . Annual 

reductions in CO2e are also obtained by existing renewable technologies, pmr
tA , where r = 1,..,q 

technologies. These are obtained from investments, mr
tI , which have a maximum technological life 

time, and are then regarded as capital investments subject to depreciation according to 
mrpmrtrpmr

t IaA 



  )1(  (1)

where pmra  is the reduction in pollutant p of one unit abatement by technology r, and 10  r  is the 

annual depreciation rate of technology r. Abatement by means of a renewable technology r in time t is 

thus determined by the accumulated number of investments prior to t, and investment in period t.  
The third abatement option is the creation of the carbon and nutrient sink, ms

tL , which can be formed 

by afforestation. However, it may take some time before the full potential of the sink is achieved. This 

growth depends on biomass growth and soil processes, which, in turn, are determined by type of land 

use change. Since there are few data on these processes, we assign a simple function where the rate of 

growth, s , is constant over time and carbon and nutrient sequestration achieve a maximum. Recall 

that the pollutant sink in each time period is subject to stochastic weather conditions. We therefore 
assign the carbon and nutrient sink in a given period t, pms

tA , as dependent of land use changes in prior 

periods, msL , and an additive stochastic parameter, pms
t , which is written as 

(1 (1 ) )pms s t pm pmr ms pms
t tA a q L


      (2)

where qpms is the maximum sequestration per unit of land area of pollutant p. The larger the τt   value, 

the higher the pms
tA  for a given msL . Similar to renewable technologies, total pollutant sink in a 

municipality is then determined by the accumulated carbon sink additions. The difference is that sink 

capacity is increasing and capacities of renewable technologies are decreasing over time. 
Total net emissions of each pollutant, p

tX  are then the sum of emissions in BAU minus emission 

reduction obtained by the three classes of measures in each drainage basin: 

)( pms
ts

pmr
tr

pmf
tf

pmBAU

m

p
t AAAXX    (3)

The exercise of each abatement measure is subject to a cost, which is described by the cost 
functions )( pmf

t
pmf AC , )( pmr

t
pmr IC  and , )( pms

t
pms LC  which are assumed to be increasing and convex in 

their arguments, i.e., costs are increasing at a higher rate in the use of the measure. 

Additional assumptions are that abatement in each period is subject to restrictions where only part, 

bf, of the BAU emissions can be reduced, part of total emissions from fossil fuel or nutrient use can be 
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replaced by a specific technology energy, br, in each period, and that part of agriculture land under 

BAU, bs, can be converted into forests in each period. The reasons for these restrictions are that drastic 

reductions in emissions and land use are difficult to implement in a very short time period. The 

capacity restrictions are then written as 
pmfBAUfpmf

t XbA   (4)

pmfBAU

f

rymr
t XbI   (5)

ymsBAUsyms
t LbL   (6)

The decision maker at the Stockholm-Mälar region is now assumed to apply a safety-first approach 

in reaching targets on total emission where they formulate a minimum probability or reliability level, 

αp, of achieving the maximum emission target, 
p
tT , for each pollutant, which is written as 

( ) α
ppm p
ttm

prob X T   (7)

This can be expressed in terms of mean emissions or leaching, μ p

p

T
, risk aversion, 

p , and variance in 

loads σ p

p

T
 as [22]  

1/2( )
p pp p

tt t T      (8)

where μ p p
t tE X     with E as expectation operator; 

p  shows the choice of αp as the acceptable 

deviation of the load from the mean. The level of 
p  depends on the shape of the probability 

distribution, which is discussed in Section 3. The left hand side of Equation (8) thus shows that 
reliability in achieving the target is obtained at a cost, which increases with reliability concern or the 

probability of achieving the target, i.e., in 
p , and in σ p

t
. 

Recall from Section 2.1 that the value of msL  is calculated as the difference in cost for achieving  

the targets in Equation (7) with and without the inclusion of msL  as an abatement option. Given  

Equations (1)–(8), the decision maker is then assumed to choose among available options, pmf
tA  and  

mr
tI , or pmf

tA , mr
tI , and msL , in order to minimize total cost in present terms for achieving the carbon 

emission and nutrient leaching targets. When all options are available, this is written as 

t
ms
t

ms
ts

mr
t

mr
tr

mf
t

mf

fmt
LCACACCMin ))()()((    (9)

s.t. Equations (1)–(9) 

where 
t

t

i)1(

1


  with i as the discount rate. 

2.3. Determinants of the Value of Carbon and Nutrient Sink in Forests 

The determinants of the magnitude of the value of forests as pollutant sinks can be found by solving 

for the decision problem in Equation (9). We solve for the cost effective solution by formulating the 

Lagrange expression, L, which is written as 
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(10)

where λ 0pT
  is the Lagrange multiplier for the targets, and γ 0pmf  , γ 0pmr  , and γ 0pms   are those 

for the different capacity constraints on abatement measures. The Lagrange multipliers have an 

interesting interpretation; they provide information on the change in total discounted minimum cost for 

a relaxation of the constraint. For example, a relaxation of the carbon emission target in 2050 by one 
unit will decrease the cost corresponding to λ 0p

T   where p is CO2e. 

We derive the conditions for a positive value from the first-order condition of a cost-effective  

solution, i.e., the marginal abatement cost for obtaining a unit reduction in the targets shall be equal for 

the dynamic and spatial allocation for all measures and equal to λ p

p

T
. For ease of exposition but 

without loss of generality, we assume interior solutions where the capacity constraints are not binding. 

The first-order conditions for the cost effective solution are then written as 

p

mf
p pmft

t mf Tp
t

C
a

A


  

   (11)
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p

p
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p pmr pr T tt

t mr Tp t
t

C
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I


   
    (12)

( )(1 (1 ) )
2

p

p

pms pmsp
p pms pms ps T tt t

t ms msTp t
t t

C
a q

L L


 

     
    (13)

All three conditions state that the marginal abatement cost in the present value, i.e., the discount 

factor times the marginal cost, on the left hand side shall equal the weighted sum of marginal impacts 
on the different targets on the right hand side. The Lagrange multipliers, λ P

p

T
, constitute the weights 

that reflect the marginal cost of changing the respective target by one unit. A measure has a cost 

advantage for a relatively low marginal abatement cost and high weighted impact.  

Starting by comparing the cost of abatement of sources and investments in renewable energy and 

nutrient cleaning, i.e., Equations (11) and (12), we can see that investment has a marginal cost 

advantage for a low depreciation rate, δpr , and long time period, tT p  , when the marginal decrease 

in investment, apmr, acts. Next we compare the marginal cost of reaching the target by investment in 

cleaning technologies with increased forest area, i.e., Equations (12) and (13). Disregarding 

uncertainty for the moment, we can then see that the larger the pollutant sink per area of land, apmsqpms, 

the higher the impact on the respective target. This is also the case for the accumulated sink over time, 

1 1 	 which is increasing because of the growth of the planted forest trees. A 

comparative advantage with pollutant sink compared with investment in renewable energy and nutrient 

cleaning is then the growth over time in the sink capacity, instead of a decline, which needs 

replacement of new technology when the old is worn out. This cost advantage is counteracted when we 

consider the uncertainty term, 
2

pmsp
t
ms
tL

 


, which instead reduces the marginal impact when uncertainty 
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in the pollutant sink is increasing in the area of afforestation and, hence, increases the marginal cost for 

reaching the target. 

We can also note that the marginal impact increases for all three types of measures when more than 

one target is affected. A marginal increase in the forest area, which affects all three targets, then has a 

cost advantage when the other measures affect only one or two targets. The relative advantage of 

growth in sink per unit of land is then enhanced. On the other hand, the disadvantage of the uncertainty 

discount is also increased. When the advantages exceed the disadvantages, the value of the services is 

also determined by simultaneous or separate management of the targets. In practice, each pollutant 

target is treated separately, at least in Sweden. This means that the advantages of multifunctional 

measures are not fully utilized since their cost advantages of impacts of several targets are not 

accounted for. 

Based on this simple dynamic model with uncertainty in carbon and nutrient sinks, we can thus 

conclude that investment in forest ecosystem services has an advantage over other abatement and 

investment measures when 

- the cost of forest plantations is relatively low 

- the weighted marginal impact of forest on carbon and nutrient sequestration is high 

- the annual growth in sink capacity and depreciation of investment in other technologies  

are large 

- the uncertainty discount of the pollutant sink is low 

- the management of all targets occurs simultaneously instead of separately  

As will be shown in the following, these factors can have a considerable effect on the calculated 

value of afforestation in the Stockholm-Mälar region. 

3. Data Retrieval 

The theoretical model presented in Section 2 shows that we need data on pollutant emissions from 

all sources under BAU, abatement capacities and impacts on targets of different measures, cost 

functions for all measures, depreciation rates of investment in cleaning technologies, growth rates of 

pollutant sinks, variance in pollutant sink, risk aversion, and discount rate. All data are obtained from 

two existing cost minimizing models of the Stockholm-Mälar region. One is a dynamic model for 

achieving 80% reduction in carbon emission from the 1990 emission level by 2050 [10] and the other 

is a static model for achieving nutrient targets in the coastal area of the region [9]. Detailed 

documentations of the data retrieval are found in [9,10]. In the following, we therefore give a brief 

summary of these data items. 

3.1. Carbon Emission and Nutrient Leaching 

The Stockholm-Stockholm-Mälar region covers an area of approximately 34,000 km2. Two thirds  

of the area, or 22,000 km2, is covered by forests and 6400 km2 by arable land. The region contains the 

capital of Sweden, Stockholm, and 50% of the total Swedish population of 9.5 million people. Sweden 

and hence the Stockholm-Mälar region is guided by two international commitments; the EU climate 

policy [23] and the Baltic Sea Section Plan (BSAP) [24]. According to the EU 2050 climate policy, the 

CO2e emissions should be reduced by 80% from the emission level in 1990, to be reached by 2050, and 
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the BSAP envisages different reductions for the marine basins of the Baltic Sea. The Stockholm-Mälar 

region is located at the coastal zone of the marine basins with the highest target stringency, i.e., the 

Baltic Proper, where the requirements are 23% nitrogen and 61% phosphorus reductions. 

When calculating leaching of nitrogen and phosphorus to the Baltic Proper, retention of nutrients 

during the transport from the emission sources located upstream in the drainage basins are deducted 

since they do not reach the sea. All sources located at the coastal waters, mainly sewage treatment 

plants and industry, have direct discharges into the Baltic Proper. The numerical model includes  

36 drainage basins in the Stockholm-Mälar region with retention rates, i.e., the share of nutrient 

emission that does not reach the sea, ranging between 0 and 0.9 [9]. A minor part of the nitrogen 

deposition originates from air-borne emissions from fossil fuel combustion in the Stockholm-Mälar region 

(Table 1). 

Table 1. Carbon dioxide equivalent (CO2e) emissions, and nitrogen (N) and phosphorus 

(P) leaching from different sources in the Stockholm-Mälar region into the Baltic Proper. 

N, ton a P, ton a CO2e Emission , kton b CO2e Sequestration kton b 

Forest land 773 19 3531 
Arable land 1825 156 840 

Sewage treatment plants 5613 94 
Transport 82 5451 
Industry 23 1527 

Energy production 70 4688 
Other CO2e sources   1677  

Total 8386 269 14183 3531 
Targets c,d 6457 105 3438  

a [9]; b [10]; c Targets for N and P are 77% of N and 39% of P loads in 2008 but without target year [24];  
d Target for CO2e is 20% of 1990 emission to be reached by 2050 [23]. 

Arable land and sewage treatment plants are the largest sources of nutrients, and transport and  

energy production are the major sources of CO2e emission. Existing forest carbon sequestration 

corresponds to 25% of total emission. 

3.2. Abatement Measures and Costs 

In addition to afforestation, we include reductions in the use of fossil fuel, replacement of fossil fuel 

driven cars with electrics cars, and investment in solar and wind power for reducing carbon emissions. 

These measures also affect the emission of nitrogen oxides and associated deposition in the Baltic 

Proper. Measures reducing nutrient leaching include investment in sewage treatment plants, cultivation 

of catch crops, and reductions in the use of fertilizers. All of these measures reduce both nitrogen and 

phosphorus. Afforestation affects all three pollutants. The basis for choosing these measures is that 

they turned out to be relatively inexpensive for combatting CO2e emissions and nutrient loads into the 

Baltic Sea in the Mälar-region [9,10]. Our estimates of the value of the forest as a pollutant sink are 

then likely to be conservative. 

The effects of afforestation on pollutants are calculated as the difference in the carbon and nutrient 

sink per unit area of forest and arable land. Given the relatively short period until 2050, afforestation 
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requires fast-growing tree varieties to provide carbon sequestration. According to [25], the sink 

coefficient for forest land is 1.81 ton CO2e/ha and −0.73 ton CO2e/ha for arable land, which gives a net 

effect of 2.54 ton CO2e/ha afforestation. This effect is assumed to be the same for all drainage basins, 

obtained after 20 years, and with a constant growth rate during the years. 

The cost of afforestation consists of the opportunity cost of land, i.e., differences in annual profit 

between agriculture and forestry. This information is obtained from a supply curve of arable land, 

which shows the profits foregone for transferring arable land into other uses [10]. In a similar vein, 

costs of fossil fuel reductions are calculated as associated decreases in consumer surplus, which are 

obtained from demand functions of different fossil fuel products (heating oil, coal, gasoline, and diesel). 

Data on investment cost functions for wind and solar power are found in [26], who estimated 

quadratic cost functions for these energy sources for the whole of Sweden. The cost of electric cars is 

assumed to be constant per 10 km and correspond to the difference in driving costs between gasoline 

and diesel cars. This cost depends on the type of car and the distance driven per year; the longer the 

distance, the lower the difference in driving cost. We evaluate the cost for the average distance in 

Sweden [10]. It is also assumed that the rates are calculated from assumptions of technical life lengths 

of 40 years for wind and solar power, and 25 years for electric cars. With respect to capacity 

constraints, assumptions are imposed on the replacement of fossil fuel with renewable energy, and of 

the existing car fleet with electric cars. 

Concerning measures reducing nutrient deposition into the Baltic Proper, considerable investments 

in sewage treatment plants have already been made, and we therefore assume that further cleaning is 

carried out by implementing tertiary cleaning. The average investment costs of tertiary cleaning at 

sewage treatment plants are obtained from [9] and converted into 2011 prices. It is more difficult to 

obtain information on the technical life length of the investment, but a 50-year perspective is usually 

assumed. Costs on reductions in the use of fertilisers are calculated as associated decreases in farmers’ 

profits, or consumer surplus, data on which are found in [9]. Costs of cultivation of catch crops, which 

are sown at the same time as the ordinary crop is harvested in autumn and thereby prevent nutrient 

leaching from the soil during autumn and winter seasons, are also found in [9]. 

3.3. Uncertainty, Targets, and Discount Rate 

Recall from Section 2 that data are needed on variance in nutrient and risk aversion in order to 

calculate the risk discount. There are no data on any of these parameters. We therefore use the standard 

deviation in carbon sink for Sweden as calculated by [27], and assume that this is the same for nitrogen 

and phosphorus loads into the Baltic Proper. The standard deviations in [28] include measurement 

errors in data on carbon sinks for different land uses and uncertainty related to weather variability, 

which affects biomass growth and thereby carbon sequestration. 

The effect on the risk discount of a certain choice of probability of achieving the targets depends  

on the underlying probability distribution of the pollutant sink. However, there is no information on  

the probability distributions. In principle, p  can be quantified in two ways: by assigning a specific or 

parameter free distribution. The normal distribution is most commonly applied, and p  is then a 

standard number such that ( ) α

p

pf d





   , where   is the standardized distribution of pms
tA , i.e., 
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pollutant sequestration, and f( ) is the probability density function for   [22]. This approach is 

frequently applied in the literature on policy instruments for stochastic water pollution [9,17,29,30]. 

Another way of quantifying p  is more flexible, which is based on Chebyshev’s inequality where no 

assumptions are made with respect to the probability distribution [28]. The value of p  is then determined 

where 1/2(1 )p    . There are considerable differences in the calculated p  depending on the 

assumption of distribution. For example, at a probability level α 0.95 , p  is 1.67 for the normal and 

4.47 for Chebyshev’s distribution. We have no prior expectations for the shape of the probability 

distribution and we therefore make calculations with both distributions. 

The EU 2050 climate policy is quite clear; 80% reduction in the 1990 emissions should be obtained 

in 2050. This is not the case with the nutrient targets set by BSAP, where reductions in nitrogen and 

phosphorus are specified for different marine basins but not the timing of their achievement. It is only 

stated that preparedness for implementing the targets should by obtained in 2020. Since it takes some 

time between implementation of nutrient reductions and final achievement, we therefore simply 

assume that the targets of 23% reduction in nitrogen and 61% reduction in phosphorus loads into the 

Baltic Proper should be achieved in 2035. 

Regarding the choice of discount rate, there is a large body of literature on the appropriate  

level of the social discount rate, which is determined by pure time preferences, growth in consumption 

opportunities, and utility of consumption [31]. It is generally also suggested to use a hyperbolic 

discount rate, i.e., a time-declining rate, for long-term projects exceeding 50–100 years. A 

simplification is made in this paper by assigning a uniform discount rate for all municipalities, counties 

and time periods. Following recommendations made for discounting future streams of net benefits, 

calculations of cost-effective solutions are made for a relatively low level of 0.015 [32]. 

With respect to choice of software, all calculations are made with the GAMS optimization program, 

Solver Conopt2 [33]. 

4. Results: Value of the Forest for Provision of Carbon and Nutrient Sequestration 

The existing carbon sequestration corresponds to 24% of the total emissions in 2011. The inclusion 

of this sink into the Stockholm-Mälar climate and water policy would generate cost savings since part 

of the emission target is obtained by sequestration free of charge. However, there is currently a debate 

on whether carbon sequestration should be included in the EU climate policy, which focuses solely on 

increases in the carbon sink from a certain reference value, which is denoted additional sinks. One 

argument against including the existing carbon sink is that this is already considered when setting 

targets, and its inclusion would tighten the emission target. In the following, we will therefore focus on 

the value of the additional sink, but also present results on the values of the existing sink. In our model, 

the only additional sink option is forest plantations on agricultural land. As will be shown, the value of 

the existing sink available free of charge can be zero depending on risk attitudes and assumptions that 

stem from uncertainty in carbon sequestration. 
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4.1. Value of Pollutant Sink at Different Emission Targets 

The main focus of this study is the value of pollutant sinks in achieving the EU 2050 climate policy 

and BSAP nutrient targets. As shown in Section 2, the value is determined by, among others, the 

stringency in emission targets, and we therefore present results for different levels of carbon and 

nutrient emission targets. Starting with carbon emission, the value of forest sequestration ranges from 

zero to 767 billion SEK (1 Euro = 9.36 SEK, 13 July 2015), depending on the emission target and the 

inclusion of existing or additional sequestration (Figure 2).  

 

Figure 2. Value of forests for carbon sequestration when only existing or additional carbon 

sinks are included at different reduction levels from the 1990 emission, to be achieved  

by 2050. 

The zero value arises from the reduction in emission of 15% in the Stockholm-Mälar region from 

1990 to 2011 [10]. When existing sinks are included, the zero value increases to approximately 40% of 

the emissions in 1990. The total abatement cost for reaching the emission target in 2050 without the 

inclusion of any sink option amounts to 900 billion SEK. The average annual cost of 24 billion SEK 

corresponds to approximately 1.7% of the gross regional product (GRP) of the Stockholm-Mälar 

region. This is reduced to 0.3% when only the existing sink is included and to 1.2% when only the 

additional sink is considered in the climate program. 

As expected from the illustration in Figure 1, the carbon sink value increases at higher emission 

reduction levels because of the higher abatement costs for emission reductions. The carbon sink values 

are relatively low at reduction levels up to 50%, and then increase rapidly. At the EU target of 80% 

emission reduction, the value when only existing sinks are included corresponds to approximately  

767 billion SEK, and when only the additional sink is included, to 307 billion SEK. The values thus 

decrease the total cost without any sink option by 84% or 35%.  
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The corresponding values of forests for reaching different reductions in both nutrients to the Baltic 

Proper are presented in Figure 3. 

 

Figure 3. Value of the forest for nutrient sequestration in reducing nitrogen and 

phosphorus loads from the Stockholm-Stockholm-Mälar region to the Baltic Proper  

in 2035. 

The value of the forest for nutrient sequestration is much lower than that for carbon sequestration. 

One reason is that total costs without nutrient sequestration are lower, and amount to 17 billion SEK at 

60% reduction in both nutrients. This corresponds to an average annual cost of 0.5 billion SEK, also 

obtained by [9]. The cost is reduced by 5.2 billion SEK, or approximately 35%, when forest nutrient 

sinks are included. This relative reduction is of the same order of magnitude as the additional  

carbon sinks. 

4.2. Uncertainty in Forest Pollutant Sink 

One of the main arguments for not introducing carbon sinks in any climate policy is the uncertainty 

associated with stochastic weather conditions affecting biomass growth and permanence in carbon 

sinks over time. Therefore, 1 ton CO2e sequestration does not correspond to 1 ton CO2e reduction in 

emissions. As shown in Section 2, this is treated in terms of an uncertainty discount, which is 

determined by the risk preference, i.e., the chosen probability of reaching the targets, the variability in 

the sink, and the chosen probability distribution. We evaluate the value of the forest as a pollutant sink 

under simultaneous achievement of the EU 2050 climate policy [23] and the Baltic Sea Action  

Plan [24] at different degrees of risk aversion and for the normal and Chebyshev probability 

distributions (Figure 4). 
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Figure 4. Value of forest pollutant sink for reaching the EU 2050 climate and BSAP 

nutrient targets under different probabilities of reaching the targets and assumptions of 

probability distributions. 

For both the normal and Chebyshev probability distributions, the value decreases as the chosen 

probability increases. However, the decline is more drastic with the Chebyshev probability 

distribution, and the value is zero at probability levels exceeding 0.95. The maximum decline in the 

forest sink value differs for the different probability distributions: it is 166 billion SEK, or 45%, for the 

normal distribution and 279 billion SEK, or 100%, for the Chebyshev distribution, both of which occur 

at probability levels exceeding 0.95. 

The maximum value of the forest carbon sink amounts to 767 billion SEK, which occurs when there 

is no risk aversion. The marginal costs for achieving the targets, the Lagrange multipliers in Section 2, 

then amount to SEK 2570/ton CO2e reduction, and to SEK 10,300/kg phosphorus and SEK 231/kg 

nitrogen load reduction.  

5. Discussion 

The option of accepting an existing carbon sink within a climate program is not considered in other 

studies, in comparison to only additional carbon sinks. The calculated total cost of reaching the EU 

2050 climate targets as measured in per cent of gross domestic product of the Stockholm-Mälar region, 

1.12%, is within the range of that obtained for reaching the EU 2050 climate targets [34]. The 

calculated marginal cost of CO2e reduction is also within the range of other studies. On the other hand, 

the marginal costs of the nutrient load reductions are slightly above the estimates obtained for the 

entire Baltic Sea and all riparian countries by [35]. One reason that these marginal costs differs from 

other studies could be the relatively large level of nutrient abatement already carried out in the 

Stockholm-Mälar region, which raises the marginal cost of further abatement.  

The calculated maximum value of the existing sink of 767 billion SEK corresponds to an average 

forest value of SEK 22500/ha. This value can be compared with the average assessed value of 

productive forests, which varies between SEK 41,200/ha and SEK 58,800/ha in the different counties 

in the Stockholm-Mälar region [36]. The value of the existing carbon and nutrient sink can then 
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correspond to 50% of the value for timber products. It is reduced to SEK 8700/ha, or maximum 21% 

of the value of productive forests, when only additional sinks are included. 

As shown in Section 2, in addition to target stringency and uncertainty, there are other determinants 

of the value of forest pollutant sinks. These include the cost of afforestation, impact on the pollutant 

sink, and growth of forest sinks. It was also recognized that cost advantages of multifunctional 

measures materialize under simultaneous management of all targets, but not under separate management. 

It is also of interest to investigate how the value is determined by the time path for decarbonization 

as envisaged by [23]. In order to reach the target in 2050, it is suggested that 20% of the 1990 emission 

should be reduced by 2020, 40% by 2030, 60% by 2040, and 80% by 2050. This path may not coincide 

with the cost effective path, the conditions of which were presented in Section 2, and the total cost will 

then be higher. The calculated total cost for achieving the EU and BSAP targets under optimal 

conditions amount to 900 billion, and under the EU budget, to 992 billion. This, in turn, affects the 

value of forest carbon and nutrient sequestration of both the existing and additional sink (Figure 5). 

The value of the existing carbon sink is higher under the EU time path since the total abatement  

cost is larger. On the other hand, the value of the additional sink is slightly lower under the EU time 

path than under optimal conditions. This seems counter intuitive, but is explained by the gains made by 

the full use of the forest sinks’ ability to grow over time for optimal solutions, which is limited by the 

EU suggested time path. 

 

Figure 5. Value of forests as pollutant sinks for reaching the EU 2050 climate target and 

the BSAP nutrient targets in the Stockholm-Mälar region optimally or under the EU time 

path without uncertainty. 

When considering uncertainty and the other factors influencing the calculated value of the forest  

as a pollutant sink, it is noted that the relative values, as measured in deviation from the reference 

values, are more sensitive to changes in parameter values under the Chebyshev than the normal 

probability distribution (Figure 6). 
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Figure 6. Impacts on the reference value of the forest as an additional pollutant sink under 

uncertainty with 0.9 probability (289 billion for the normal and 129 billion for Chebyshev 

the distribution) of different changes in afforestation cost, pollutant sequestration and 

growth, and separate management of carbon and nutrient targets. 

As expected, the value decreases when the afforestation cost increases, which can be a result of 

higher future competition of land with food production. A 50% increase in the afforestation cost results 

in 15% and 25% decline in the reference value under the normal and Chebyshev distribution, 

respectively. The reason for the larger decline under the Chebyshev distribution is the relatively higher 

risk discount, which raises the cost of the forest as a pollutant sink compared with the normal 

distribution. A certain percentage deviation in afforestation costs then has a higher impact on the 

reference value. This also explains the higher increase in relative values when pollutant 

sequestration/ha and growth rate over time increases. 

However, the decline in the absolute values when the afforestation cost increases by 50% is still 

higher for the normal distribution, for which it amounts to 43 billion SEK compared with 32 billion 

SEK for the Chebyshev distribution. On the other hand, the decline in the absolute values is of the 

same order of magnitude for both distributions when sequestration and the rate of sequestration 

increase and amount to approximately 46 and 30 billion SEK, respectively. The choice of separate 

versus simultaneous management has a minor impact on both distributions and raises the cost at the 

most by 8 billion SEK, which occurs for the normal distribution. 

6. Conclusions 

The calculation of values of forest carbon and nutrient sequestration in the Stockholm-Stockholm-Mälar 

region showed that these can be significant. They can create cost savings corresponding to 35% of  

the cost of achieving the EU 2050 climate and the Helcom BSAP nutrient targets in 2035. The cost 

saving in percentage for achieving the EU climate target is of the same magnitude as that obtained in 

other studies [34]. In absolute terms, the total value amounts to 307 billion SEK, which corresponds to 

approximately 0.45% of the region’s gross domestic product. 
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However, this value declines when uncertainty in pollutant sink is considered, which is the main 

argument raised against its inclusion into, in particular, climate policy. Depending on risk aversion and 

the choice of the probability distribution, normal or Chebyshev distribution, the value can be reduced 

by 50% or 100%, respectively, at very high risk aversion, where the targets are to be achieved at 

probability levels exceeding 0.95. 

The calculated values are affected not only by the level of uncertainty, but also by factors not 

considered in this study, which can result in higher or lower estimates (Table 2). 

Table 2. Factors increasing or decreasing the calculated values of forest carbon sequestration 

and nutrient recycling, where × denotes the direction of impact. 

Factor 
Increased Calculated Value of 

Carbon and Nutrient Sinks 
Decreased Calculated Value of 

Carbon and Nutrients 

Uncertainty in all abatement 
measures and not only carbon sink 

×  

Inclusion of more forest 
management option 

×  

Inclusion of measures reducing 
uncertainty in the carbon sink 

×  

Policy implementation of carbon 
and nutrient sink 

 × 

Consideration of more  
non-marketed ecosystem services 

× × 

Uncertainty in other abatement measures such as reduction in fossil fuels or investment in solar 

energy raises the cost of these measures, and, hence, the value of the forest carbon sink. This would 

also be the case if more forest management options were included, which would improve pollutant 

sink per area of forest and/or increase the rate of sequestration growth over time. Another factor 

contributing to increased values is the inclusion of management options for reducing uncertainty by, 

for example, increased monitoring of forest biomass growth and carbon sink content and/or improved 

management for reducing carbon releases from dead wood and soil. 

The calculated values can be lower when considering the difficulties associated with implementing 

a multi-target strategy, which requires allowance for pollutant reduction in several policy systems. For 

example, afforestation must be deducted from the emission of nitrogen, phosphorus, and CO2e. This 

can be obtained by an offset system where actors obtain credits for pollutant sequestration, which can 

be deducted from their pollutant emissions allowances. Another possibility is to include the abatement 

measures in the policy system where, for example, forest carbon sequestration can be traded on the EU 

ETS (Emission Trading System), or in a national tax system. Both options face problems when 

including land use measures because of the difficulties in monitoring and verifying sequestration, and 

to secure additionality and permanence in the sequestration. Associated transaction costs can be 

relatively high and the potential cost savings from pollutant sequestration are then smaller than pointed 

out in this study. 

The results are also affected by the number of included non-marketed ecosystem services. This 

study considered only carbon sequestration and nutrient recycling. However, increases in these two 
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services may result in decreases in other non-marketed services, such as biodiversity, which would 

reduce the calculated values in this study. On the other hand, if there is complementarity in the 

provisioning of these services, the calculated value can be raised since increases in the carbon and 

nutrient sink then provides a simultaneous improvement in biodiversity. Calculations of such trade-offs 

or complementarities in the provision of forest ecosystem services require quantified production 

functions for all of these services, which are not available for forests in Sweden. 

The conclusion with respect to the value of forest carbon sequestration and nutrient recycling as 

abatement measures in climate and nutrient programs is thus ambiguous. Although our study shows 

considerable cost savings in the deterministic and relatively simple case, the consideration of 

uncertainty, policy implementation, and other ecosystem services can eliminate these savings. This 

inconclusiveness points out the need for further analysis and investigations of these factors for the 

potential value of the forest carbon sink and nutrient recycling as abatement options in climate and 

nutrient programs. 
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